The tropolone-isobutylamine complex: a hydrogen-bonded troponoid without dominant π-π interactions.
Tropolone long has served as a model system for unraveling the ubiquitous phenomena of proton transfer and hydrogen bonding. This molecule, which juxtaposes ketonic, hydroxylic, and aromatic functionalities in a framework of minimal complexity, also has provided a versatile platform for investigating the synergism among competing intermolecular forces, including those generated by hydrogen bonding and aryl coupling. Small members of the troponoid family typically produce crystals that are stabilized strongly by pervasive π-π, C-H...π, or ion-π interactions. The organic salt (TrOH·iBA) formed by a facile proton-transfer reaction between tropolone (TrOH) and isobutylamine (iBA), namely isobutylammonium 7-oxocyclohepta-1,3,5-trien-1-olate, C4H12N+·C7H5O2-, has been investigated by X-ray crystallography, with complementary quantum-chemical and statistical-database analyses serving to elucidate the nature of attendant intermolecular interactions and their synergistic effects upon lattice-packing phenomena. The crystal structure deduced from low-temperature diffraction measurements displays extensive hydrogen-bonding networks, yet shows little evidence of the aryl forces (viz. π-π, C-H...π, and ion-π interactions) that typically dominate this class of compounds. Density functional calculations performed with and without the imposition of periodic boundary conditions (the latter entailing isolated subunits) documented the specificity and directionality of noncovalent interactions occurring between the proton-donating and proton-accepting sites of TrOH and iBA, as well as the absence of aromatic coupling mediated by the seven-membered ring of TrOH. A statistical comparison of the structural parameters extracted for key hydrogen-bond linkages to those reported for 44 previously known crystals that support similar binding motifs revealed TrOH·iBA to possess the shortest donor-acceptor distances of any troponoid-based complex, combined with unambiguous signatures of enhanced proton-delocalization processes that putatively stabilize the corresponding crystalline lattice and facilitate its surprisingly rapid formation under ambient conditions.